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Site: Starting Point 

The site was chosen based on farouk el baz studies 
near the old delta with expected 
spreading towards the desert and the roads of farouk
el baz and mamdooh hamza.el baz and mamdooh hamza.
The most important Aspect of the desert is, how we 
can get 
our water ? 
The new City will mostly depend of multiply sources of 
water, vary from the sea water desalination
 the rain water and gray water, the rain water and gray water

The map indicates the starting point in hexagon 
units,the possible water resources in blue,
areas that can be used for farming in green. 
The map also shows the possible extensions towards 
africa through el sudan, possible extension 
towards libyatowards libya







Data lines are every where guiding 
the people and giving them 
multiply choises to make their own 
decisions and decide what is the 

Diagram Represents the hexagons 
connected to each other with data 

decisions and decide what is the 
best decision to make in order to 
lose les time when facing a 
problem, or which is the best 
decision that can give me the most 
productive result

lines emerging and moving freely 
with no limits that it will rebuild the 
new city based on the human rights 
and honors with the time factor in 
mind to make the people much 
more productive, respecting the 
human being’s mind.

-25 January 
The Revolution that inspired millions of people inside and outside of Egypt, the Day that every Egyptian 
Started to feel the humanity, the first day of the new era, the day that all the world will remember as the day 
that all the Egyptians earned their Freedom.

-Revolution On The Human psyche
It wasn’t a political revolution only, there was something that been risen and grown inside each one who took part in 
this great incident that turned into festival, something that turned the revolution into a starting point for a new era, with

 di t  th t d  t  b  bi d t th  ith ti  i  d  t  hi  th  i ht d t d lt  new gradients that needs to be combined together with caution in order to achieve the right and requested results, 
People wants to feel honored and living freely with a new vision and a different treatment to their mind, to be treated 
like real humans.

-Smart Data City
The new city will be a Smart data city, a city driven with data, a City that can help each person to choose and 
decide, a City respects the human mind and gives him the option to take part in his own life as it must have to be 
the data city is a City that administrate every thing with a real time data, in order to evaluate and respect the time 
factor as well and to increase the productivity with a well organized community.
the data city, is the right and required infrastructure that can help the city grow up and go without problems, it can 
b  d i  t t ti  i t  t i  d  d i  It  l  b  d i  bli  f t  lik  li  fi  t tibe used in transportation, airports, trains, roads and signs. It can also be used in public safety like police fire stations.
the proposed data can also help in the new and modern educational programs and can help in medical situations.
The data driven city is always helping the persons and giving them the space to think and decide. 

-Connectivity
The cities will be connected with each other with the new formed unit, hexagon, each city 
will have some hexagons attached to each other and connected with huge green layers 
that holds out the new cars transportation method, layers of transportations, visually 
described as layers of green stairs, holding the people on it’s roof, varying in levels, 
visuals, usage and materials. 



-The Power of Liberty
25 january was a huge political revolution that turned all 
the world’s eyes towards Egypt.
Each one was holding a message, believing in his goal, all 
what in their mind is to reach this goal, offering more than 
his normal powers and giving much more than his normals.
the remaking of tahrir square in the new collective smart the remaking of tahrir square in the new collective smart 
city is a real factor that makes the people knew that they 
are human beings that can be heard and can say what 
they feel, with a respect to their humanity and believes.

-Piezoelectricity
Making use of the powers of people in many ways is a 
huge benefit to the country, each person will come to the 
square will add more energy and power transformed into square will add more energy and power transformed into 
electricity with the technique of Piezoelectricity that 
transform the power and energy into electricitythat can 
leed to a zero carbon city, a new era of using natural 
powers that comes out of the 
humans their selves, making him feel that he is helpful with 
his body and mind.
-Human Productivity

i i i i i f iEach human being in this city is a full productive person 
with his mind related to the life standards and can say 
what he wants to say in the new tahrir square in a smart 
way, and his body and moves can generate power to the 
city in a natural and environmental way rising 
the honour and denity to each person.

-Square
The hexagon is forming the middle of the square with some units forming green parts of the square, others are for siting areas, most of them for piezoelectricity techniques.
the great feat re in the middle describes the mart rs ith their names on the sheets lighting p to sho  their names in lightthe great feature in the middle describes the martyrs with their names on the sheets lighting up to show their names in light.
There is a light numeric indicator in the transparent Obelisk to represent the acctual number of people in the square with real time data to give them a boost and increase their power.
the square is also a gathering point with huge space that can be used in lots of stuff and actions, any one can go, with no limit to the age, it’s open to the free opele with freedom in there 
sights. 




